




according to the annual average desert 
sunlight cycle—quite a brutal sequence. 

The Y-axis on the chart displays the 
Delta-E, or the objective measured 
change in color of the fabric over time. A 
Delta-E change of 2 or higher is visible to 
the naked eye, and both jackets hit that 
point after the three month mark. 

The light tan colored Cousin Jeremy 
had a more linear fading curve than 
the BMW, as its 10-ounce waxed cotton  
shell wore steadily and evenly over time, 
eventually exceeding the DownTown’s 
fade level at the 36-month mark. 

Figure 1 (above, left) shows the Aeros-
tich pre-testing, and Figure 2 shows the 
Aerostich post exposure. 

The much darker DownTown polyes-
ter shell had a noticeably steeper fading 
curve until the 25-month mark, where it 
plateaued and faded much less. 

Figure 3 (above, right) shows the 
DownTown pre-testing, and Figure 4 
shows the DownTown post exposure. 

To be certain, both of these garments 
performed superbly, a testament to the 
manufacturers’ careful selection of dura-
ble pigments, dyes, and UV inhibitors in  
the shell fabrics. Most consumer-grade 
apparel fabrics are bleached white within  
a year using the same simulated UV 
stress-testing cycle.

CONCLUSION
Those of us who choose to wear good 
quality gear on each ride are continually 
protecting ourselves from the devastating 
effects of prolonged UV exposure while 
upright, not just from the pavement 
in the event of a accident. Overall, as 
expected, even the lightest weight jacket 
here (Scorpion Ascendant) provided very 

good shielding from UV rays. Welcome 
news for the fair skinned, those who 
spend a good deal of time riding in high 
elevation, high temperatures or close to 
refl ective surfaces, like water. 

Faded garments are rightfully seen 
as a badge of honor by some riders, but 
only if they required serious saddle time 
to achieve the aesthetic. Both the BMW 
DownTown and Aerostich Cousin Jeremy 
more than qualify in this regard. 

Discerning motorcyclists expect 
increased longevity in exchange for our 
hard-earned dollars. In response, gar-
ment manufacturers must take precau-
tions to ensure that the “bleached look” 
doesn’t arrive prematurely by using effec-
tive UV inhibitors, pigments, and dyes, 
as well as by formally testing production  
material samples to ensure that quality 
standards and expectations are met.  MCN
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UV GEAR RATINGS

Jacket                   Type  Primary Shell Material          UPF Rat ing           Rat ing
              Per AATCC183

Aerost ich         General Purpose     10 oz. Waxed Cotton  50+  Highest Possible
Cousin Jeremy              4 Season               Excellent

BMW          General Purpose                 Polyester   50+  Highest Possible 
DownTown         (Cold Weather)              Excellent
3 Season

Scorpion         General Purpose    Polyester /  Nylon mesh   25        Very Good
Ascendant   (Warm Weather Mesh)         (through mesh
                   paneling)
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Aerost ich Cousin Jeremy fabric in pre-test  (Fig. 1) and post -ex-
posure (Fig. 2), is shown in comparison to the BMW DownTown 

jacket  in pre-test  (Fig. 3) and post -exposure (Fig. 4). Each was 
subjected to a simulated 25 months of  intense UV ray exposure.


